
Protect and Manage Secondary Data and 
Apps in a Hybrid Cloud Environment
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IT organizations everywhere are undergoing significant transformation to keep pace with the needs of their businesses. They’re tasked with 

consolidating data centers and migrating both workloads and data to the cloud. The transition has been easier for some than others.

As hybrid architectures increasingly become the norm, how are enterprises gaining complete visibility, simplifying management, and making use 

of all of their data—both on-premises and in the cloud? 

Five enterprises explain how they’ve replaced multiple products that created legacy data silos with Cohesity – a single, hyperconverged software-

defined platform with native Microsoft Azure integration for simplified secondary data and applications. For them, Cohesity and Azure together 

boost IT agility while lowering costs, solving critical secondary data challenges from long-term retention, storage tiering, test/dev, disaster 

recovery and cloud-native backup in a proven hybrid cloud architecture.

Reigning in increasing data volumes
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Schneider Electric sees cost, time, and efficiency benefits after adopting Cohesity and Azure
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Challenges

Fortune Global 500 leader, Schneider Electric has Energy & Sustainability Services with 28 sites globally 

operating six data hubs. Long backup times, data protection hurdles, and recovery that cut into innovation 

time had IT looking for a new backup solution that didn’t include tape and would bring global offices under 

a standard secondary data solution. The organization had virtualized 90% of its environment, but its backup 

solution wasn’t made for virtualization which meant full backups took 40+ hours with costs of more than 

$20K a year. Already storing 300TB of data and growth at 12% per year, Schneider sought a new solution 

with fast implementation that would evolve its platform. 

Solution

As an early adopter of Microsoft Azure Archive Blob storage, Schneider seamlessly and securely integrated 

Azure and Cohesity—which provided the option for both virtual and hardware form factors—saving the 

company money while increasing the value of its data retention and recovery investment. Using the hybrid 

cloud solution’s intuitive and simplified single interface, IT can manage all secondary storage through 

Cohesity. Cohesity sends data between appliances, but IT often simply pushes data directly to the cloud. 

Schneider can easily retrieve data and file folders locally or from the cloud in a matter of minutes, enabling 

great flexibility with the combination of Cohesity and Microsoft Azure Blob.

Results

• Cost savings of up to $60K per year, and will see a total ROI within five years
• Streamlined, secure, and simplified IT processes, with faster recovery times and improved backup 

snapshot frequency
• Completed snapshots in one hour, a significant reduction from 40+ hours a full backup had taken
• Data recovery is almost immediate, with the ability to run VMs straight from a snapshot
• Reduction in backup footprint by 20 times
• More advantageous pricing based on total combined terabytes, not per site
• Freed up resources to focus on strategic business operations instead of back-office administration

“Cohesity has enabled us 
to shed the weight and 
challenges of our legacy 
backup environment and 
shift to a hybrid cloud 
solution, using a single 
Cohesity interface to 
manage all storage 
policies and our offsite 
backups in Azure.”

– Gary Jackson,
Global IT Leader, Energy & 

Sustainability Services,
Schneider Electric
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Brown University saves IT time with a hybrid architecture for enterprise-grade backup 
and recovery
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Challenges

The seventh oldest college in the U.S., Brown operated a legacy solution that required IT to manage many 

moving parts to ensure a backup completed. Upgrades were extremely painful and the time and effort IT 

put into troubleshooting was becoming tedious and cumbersome. Brown sought to modernize its backup 

infrastructure to handle virtualization and make cloud an integral component of its architecture. 

Solution

Brown leveraged its on-premises data center and Azure to create a hybrid cloud environment that 

modernized its backup and recovery process. The university deployed Cohesity DataPlatform and 

Cohesity DataProtect with CloudArchive, a capability enabling easy long-term data retention, with native 

Azure integration on Cohesity hyperconverged nodes, which served to:

• Consolidate multiple secondary data and apps
• Ease management 
• Provide uniformity across physical, cloud, and virtual workloads

Results

With Cohesity and Azure, Brown has achieved 
• CapEx cost savings near 50%
• Upwards of $75K per year savings in network licensing and additional maintenance costs
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“Cohesity’s native 
integration with Microsoft 
Azure could not be 
matched and gave us 
tremendous flexibility for 
how to manage our 
secondary data without 
maintaining a separate 
piece of hardware.”

– Chris Menard,
Lead Storage Administrator,

Brown University
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Brown University explains how Cohesity helps to modernize its backup infrastructure
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https://youtu.be/Hk0KI8yHpDA


Hyatt modernizes backup and seamlessly extends to cloud
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Challenges

Hyatt Hotels Corporation is a leading global hospitality company with 14 premier brands across 750 

properties in more than 55 countries across six continents. Hyatt manages approximately 1.8PB of data at 

its primary data center in Chicago and experiences data growth of 20% per year.

While mission-critical applications run on IBM, 70 percent of Hyatt’s environment is virtualized, running on 

Linux. The IT team experienced difficulty backing up virtual servers, and the existing Tivoli Storage Manager 

was unable to back up a VM as intended, requiring multiple steps and often resulting in rebooting the 

server and causing unnecessary downtime. Hyatt needed to identify an agentless solution that did not 

require new hardware and could modernize the entire backup and recovery process. 

Solution

Hyatt recognized the urgency and benefit to replace a legacy infrastructure with a modern solution to 

ensure simplified management across its entire secondary data environment. After evaluating Rubrik and 

Veaam, Hyatt chose Cohesity for its hyperconverged solution to modernize backup and recovery, as well 

as easily enable disaster recovery, business continuity and cloud integration.

Results

Hyatt realized many benefits with a modern solution including: 
• CapEx savings of over $400K by eliminating 4000TB of additional primary storage
• Simple, native integration with Microsoft Azure for archival
• Raw storage reduced by 40% with Cohesity
• Backups are replicated for zero-cost test/dev

“Cohesity’s native 
integration with third-
party applications will 
continue to simplify our 
entire backup 
environment. While 
previously we considered 
backup and unstructured 
data to be ‘dark’, Cohesity 
opens up a whole new 
world of insight to begin 
to leverage backup and 
unstructured data for 
business value, while 
addressing challenges of 
mass data fragmentation 
in the enterprise.”

– Ted Stevens,
Senior Storage & Virtualization 

Engineer, Hyatt Hotels 

Corporation
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University of Pennsylvania keeps services running with Cohesity and Azure for 
disaster recovery

Challenges

The Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Pennsylvania looked to move to a next-

generation backup and recovery solution that integrated natively with Azure so it could keep 40 websites 

accessible during a day-long power shutdown. IT staff had been challenged in the past to bring up the 

school’s many websites quickly—taking almost two days to recreate the website from an Azure VM—while 

managing the tedious and cumbersome process. The school stores massive terabytes of research data. 

Solution

The institution deployed Cohesity DataPlatform with CloudSpin capabilities, giving IT instant access to 

backup data in the cloud and replacing manual processes that could take weeks. It used policy-driven 

backup to on-premises Cohesity, triggered VM conversion to Azure format, and deployed VMs in the 

cloud with the secondary data and apps cloud-native solution.

Results

With Cohesity and Azure, the Annenberg School has a robust, hybrid cloud solution for disaster recovery 
(DR) that: 
• Keeps services running during on-premises downtime
• Ensures a simple and easy cutover with a few clicks
• Is easy to spin down when on-premises is operational 
• Includes a single interface to manage the hybrid cloud environment
• Provides multiple DR options based on RPO/RTO considerations

“We are really excited 
about public cloud with 
Cohesity. We wanted to 
leverage it for our off-site 
backup instead of tape 
backup. The benefit of 
moving to Cohesity is to 
simplify our management 
of backups, file shares, 
and have it in a single 
environment. We can 
leverage Cohesity for 
everything.”

– Marlon Wenceslao,
Senior Systems Manager, 

University of Pennsylvania, 
Annenberg School for 

Communication
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UCSB cuts OpEx in half with Cohesity and Azure, streamlines compliance with 
Cohesity and AzureGov

Challenges

Public research university and one of 10 University of California system campuses, the University of 

California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) has an Administrative & Residential IT team of 40 professionals supporting 

its entire campus. High backup costs limited UCSB IT's capacity to expand backup protection to many 

critical systems. Among them, the difficult, yet mandated use case of protecting the growing volume of 

data from UCSB’s police body and car dash cameras. The University sought a simplified backup solution 

that was CJIS compliant and supported data replication to Azure, and specifically to AzureGov. 

Solution

Cohesity native cloud integration allowed IT to seamlessly replicate and archive production data offsite to 

Azure, or AzureGov for protecting police videos. The single solution deployed to 13 departments 

consolidated all backups on one platform, and scaled-out as required. Setup and ongoing management 

was dramatically simpler with Cohesity, and users could now see their backup and recovery jobs, external 

sources, monitoring and alerting, all in one place.

Results

With Cohesity and Azure, UCSB addressed its growing data protection requirements and consolidated its 
fragmented secondary data infrastructure: 
• Drastically simplified backup and recovery and added Google-like global, granular search, so users can 

retrieve files faster
• Integrated Azure / AzureGov to ensure data is protected and available when needed, delivering instant 

capacity optimization at cloud economies 
• Reduced OpEx by 50%, eliminating multiple point solutions and the overhead of managing a 

fragmented environment
• Focused IT on more critical items and innovation

“Cohesity helped us to 
easily back up growing 
critical and mandatory 
data, like police 
department videos from 
their vehicle and body 
cameras, and made those 
files instantaneously 
available upon request. 
From backup to recovery, 
analytics to monitoring 
and alerting, Cohesity 
consolidated everything 
under a simple, easy-to-
access user interface.”

– Ben Price,
Director, Administrative & 

Residential IT, UCSB
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University of California, Santa Barbara discusses how it simplified its backup solution
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOZvWIztkQk
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Backup and recovery, long-term retention, disaster recovery, and cloud-native 
backup. Unify your workloads in a hybrid cloud environment today.
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Learn more about unleashing the power of your 

secondary data and apps with Cohesity and Microsoft. 

Visit www.cohesity.com/solution/cloud/azure.
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They did it.
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